


CLIL at primary school to…

� make learning more student-centred
� create meaningful activities
� use of the language in a range of different ways
� promote student’s language and cognitive skills

� rise confindence and self-esteem



HOW

� Teachers are not at the centre of the lesson

� Students are actively involved in building their
build their knowledge

� Higher-order cognitive skills
are engaged

(they require students to manipulate, analyze, evaluate materials…)



FOCUS ON PUPILS AND LEARNING 
rather than teaching!



PUPILS BECOME…

independent learners. 
They learn from

and with their peers, 
making use of different

resources .



HOW?

TASK BASED APPROACH
Clil activities based on tasks
integrated in the curriculum
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What is a task?

� activity where the target language is used by the 
learner for a communicative purpose in order to 
achieve an outcome/objective (solve a problem….);

� activity in which the learners’ attention is focused 
on meaning rather than linguistic structures. 

� activity should be authentic and as close as 
possible to the real world and daily life experience of 
the learners



Task or exercise?
TASK EXERCISE

Meaning focused
Students are language 
users
Authentic communication
Real-world process
Fluency
It implies communicative 
output
Cognitive+linguistic 
dimension

Form focused
Students are learners
Interaction for linguistic
purposes
Artificial context
Accuracy
It implies a linguistic output

Linguistic dimension



Pre-task

Introduction to the topic and task 
� clarification of aims and content
� activation of prior-knowledge
� language required by the topic (new words,                

functions – language frames…)

� clear instructions
� any support to work with the task



Task cycle : focus on the meaning

� Task planning : information gap and 
information exchange activities –variety of 
materials

� Doing the task : not all the students have the 
same information…

� Planning: students have to interact and 
negotiate in order to use all the information to  
reach the final agreed output 

� Preparing to report (decide the format)
� Presenting the task report
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Post task (focus on form)

� Language focus – analysis and practice
� Self-evaluation



Lower order thinking skills

LOTS

� Remembering
� Understanding
� Applying

What, which, 
where, when, who, 
how many?



Higher order thinking skills

HOTS

� Analysing
� Evaluating
� Creative thinking

Why, why not
How can we make/do 
better?



Cognitive processing in practice

Cognitive 
processes

Science: Animals Cognitive 
processes

Science: Animals

remembering How many animals do
you remember of the
partner countries?

analysing Compare two
animals. How are 
they different? Why?

understanding Read and make a
concept map related
to one of the animals

evaluating Read your partner’s
description of an 
animal. Can you
guess it? Which
words helped you?

applying Say one fact about an
animal that lives in
the South of Europe
and one that lives in
the North of Europe

creative 
thinking

Prepare comic strips
in pairs or in group
for an animal
cartoon



TEACHERS PROVIDE….

*Accessible resources/

materials/activities

*Scaffolding

*Learning strategies

*Technological support



Supporting language and content



ECLIL4YOU: 11 SCHOOLS IN 10 
COUNTRIES

3 Kindergartens 8 Primary schools





HOW IN PRACTICE?

DISCOVERY LEARNING IN COOPERATIVE GROUPS

1. TUNING IN
Activating prior-knowledge

• Placemat

• What if



Graffiti



• Think-pair-share

(finding criteria for grouping animals…)



Making hypothesis





2. FINDING OUT

JIGSAW READING
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Save the water –jigsaw reading

Organising data 
in a pie chart
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Survey: 
collecting and 
interpreting
data



COLLECTING DATA

Observing - experimenting
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Recording data                    Info Gap
in pairs



Reading for information



Listening with key words

- Look 
- Find out the meaning
- Choose
- Listen
- Order
- Create 



3. SORTING OUT
Applying knowledge

Giving choices



Comparing
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Peer teaching



Planning and creating final products



games
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Drama

� the sun shines on the water
� the water gets hot
� the water becomes vapour
� the vapour goes up in the sky
� the vapour makes a cold cloud
� the wind blows the cold cloud
� the cold cloud meets a warm cloud
� the vapour becomes water
� it rains



…stories



..riddles from shared fact-files

It is red but it’s not a strawberry

It has many seeds but it’s not a kiwi fruit

It is juicy but it’s not a peach

It is round but it’s not an apple

What is it?



4. ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION

Pupils’ generated
quiz for the partners

(www.quizslides.com)

On going assessment



Memory created by the pupils



Crazy animals placemat



Class displays/logs



Self-assessment

Portfolios



Web 2.0 tools to share  - learn and create

Gloster ….google docs…jigsaw creator…animoto…animal cartoon



Pupils can learn from the partners, 
learn the target language by using it 
in real settings, 
explain what they are learning and 
how they are learning 

eTwinning European platform



www.glogster.com



www.googledrive.com



www.glossi.com



www.jigsawplanet.com



www.glogster.com



ramponesilvana1@gmail.com


